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Executive summary 

As part of the process of giving effect to the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020 (NPSFM), 

every regional council must follow the National Objective Framework (NOF) and is required to have long term visions 

for freshwater in its region. Under Sub part 1, section 3.3(3)(b) of the NPSFM, every long-term vision must be 

informed by an understanding of the history of, and environmental pressure on, the Freshwater Management Unit 

(FMU), part of the FMU, or catchment.   

In addition to this, Sub part 1, section 3.3(4) states that every regional council must assess whether each FMU, part of 

an FMU, or catchment can provide for its long-term vision, or whether improvement to the health and well being of 

water bodies and freshwater ecosystems is required to achieve the vision. For this reason, the historical and current 

freshwater context in each FMU is pertinent to the NPSFM, as this data provides understanding of whether 

improvement to the waterbodies and ecosystems is required.  

Marlborough District Council (the council) is currently partway through three rounds of community engagement 

related to the implementation of the NPSFM and the NOF. The first round of engagement took place between 

December 2022 and June 2023, focusing on proposed FMUs and gaining an understanding of the community’s values 

and aspirations for the region’s freshwater and freshwater ecosystems. As part of the first round of engagement, 

“Freshwater Management” pages were created on the council website. The pages were a combination of background 

information to the NPSFM, public feedback discussion, and a summary of general information held for each FMU. 

The second round of engagement will run from 3 November 2023 through to 15 December 2023. This round is 

focused on providing strawman visions and environmental outcomes for each FMU, informed by the history of land 

and water and environmental pressures in these areas as required under Sub part 1, s 3.3(3)(b) and s 3.3(4) (the 

sections). This report details the council’s approach, process, and information used in public documentation that will 

be shared with the community to inform public feedback as part of the second round of community engagement.  

To provide the public with enough background information to understand why these visions and environmental 

outcomes were being proposed, and to meet the requirements of the sections, the council’s “Freshwater 

Management” website pages were updated for each FMU. This involved creating the following new and separate 

subpages, described in the list below.  

This report will focus on pages 1-3, as these provided information which met the requirements of the sections 

outlined above. The website update utilized the existing work. 

1. FMU history and characteristics 

2. Historic freshwater state 
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3. Current freshwater state 

4. Proposed Visions 

5. Proposed Values 

6. Proposed Environmental outcomes  

Information provided in pages 1-3 is further described as:  

1. Historical and current land use: a summary from pre-human through to current day of the land use and cover 

types, predominant farming systems, areas of urban use, and associated trends and changes, supported by 

charts, maps, and graphs.  

2. Historic freshwater state: a summary of the last approximately 30 years of council, central government, and 

(where possible) external data which showed the water quality and quantity state in the FMU excluding the 

most recent five years. This enabled the public to understand the history of freshwater in the FMU and any 

identified trends or changes. The information was supported by charts and graphs as required.  

3. Current freshwater state: a summary of the most recent five years of council, central government, and 

(where possible) external data which presents the most up to date trends in water quality, quantity, 

environmental pressures, and use in each FMU. The information was supported by charts and graphs as 

required. 
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NPSFM 2020 and NOF requirements 

1 As part of the process of giving effect to the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2020 

(NPSFM) every regional council must follow the National Objectives Framework (NOF) (Part 3, Subpart 2, 

Clause 3.7). This prescribes a step-by-step process for managing freshwater.  

 

2 The NOF process has six steps (Table 1) and requires that at each step every regional council must engage with 

communities and tangata whenua (Clause 3.7(1)(a)). 

 

Figure 1 - Table of NOF steps 

 

3 Together with the NOF, the NPSFM also requires every regional council to have long-term visions for 

freshwater in its region which must be developed through engagement with communities and tangata whenua 

(Clauses 3.3 (1) and (3)(a)).  

 

4 The long-term visions must be informed by an understanding of the history of, and environmental pressure on, 

the Freshwater Management Unit (FMU), part of the FMU, or catchment. (Sub part 1, section 3.3(3)(b)).  

 

5 The historical and current freshwater situation in each FMU is therefore pertinent to the NPSFM as this data 

will provide for the understanding of whether improvement to the waterbodies and ecosystems is required, as 

stated under Sub part 1, section 3.3(4).  
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6 Under Subpart 2, section 3.10 of the NPSFM, the council must identify attributes for all values – either the 

compulsory values or those which are identified by tangata whenua and the community through the 

community engagement.  

 

7 The attributes requiring limits on resource use are defined in Appendix 2A of the NPSFM. Some of these 

attributes are currently monitored as part of the council’s State of the Environment (SOE) Surface Water 

Quality monitoring programme across all six proposed FMU, with reporting on five FMU as at the 2023 SOE 

report.  
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Council’s approach and process 

8 This report describes the Marlborough District Council’s (the Council’s) process and resulting decision on the 

content of public information, related to the history of land and water use, quality, and quantity, as well as the 

known environmental pressures in each proposed FMU, released by the council for the second round of 

community engagement on the NPSFM implementation.  

 

9 The council is required to share this information so that the public can be informed about the history of each 

FMU’s land use and environmental pressures and be adequately informed to participate in the engagement.  

 

10 In tandem, Council is undertaking engagement with tangata whenua with the aim of understanding the history 

and land use of each FMU by tangata whenua, both in a historical and current context. 

 

11 Council staff considered what information would be most applicable to meet the requirements in the sections, 

and additionally which information would be most useful for the community to have for the second round of 

community engagement, from 3 November to 15 December (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2 - Timeline of community engagement 
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12 For practical purposes, summarised information with links through to full reports in other areas of the council 

website was the most realistic option. For ease of reading, three website pages were decided: 

1) FMU history and land use  

2) Historic Freshwater State 

3) Current Freshwater State  

 

13 Each of the three topics above had a new website page developed. These pages were linked from infographic 

tiles which were set on each FMU’s landing page (Figure 1, top row). The infographics were identical across all 

FMU landing pages for clarity. 

Figure 3 - FMU landing page with infographic tiles 

 

14 The three new freshwater pages were developed to help explain: 

 The history of land use and land cover in the area, from prehuman settlement through to the 

current day. This included identified significant events and/or trends, e.g., viticulture development, 

and utilised information already available on the preceding FMU pages from the first round of public 

engagement.  

 Summaries on historic water quality and quantity information sourced primarily from existing 

council documents and publications.  
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 Summaries on the most up to date water quality and quantity information sourced primarily from 

existing council documents and publications. 

 

15 Three separate webpages were considered to be the most useful option. This was due to recognition that some 

people would want to read only the most up to date, current freshwater situation in an FMU, while others 

would want a more in depth, historical discussion. Additionally, the FMU history and land use would not appeal 

to everyone, as many members of the public would already be familiar with these matters in their own areas 

and may not wish to read this information. However, given the requirements under the sections and the fact 

that not all people would have an understanding of the history and land use of all FMU, these pages were 

included.   

 

16 A further reasoning for separate pages was structural longevity; enabling future updates of each page as new 

water quality and quantity monitoring and reporting is completed. In this way, each FMU is ‘future proofed’ 

and easily updated each year as SOE results are provided by council staff.  

 

17 Decisions on which information to include on the pages considered several parameters: 

 Quality of the information 

 Length of the monitoring and reporting time – precedence given to long standing programmes which 

had a wealth of information  

 Ease of information and document accessibility – preference to publicly accessible reports written for 

the community  

 

18 For example, the State of the Environment (SOE) freshwater programmes were chosen for the summary pages 

as these are well established in Marlborough, with some having been monitored since 2007. These SOE 

programmes have established monitoring sites, reporting structures, and documents which are already publicly 

available on the council website. The reports are written for public readership and considerable effort by 

council staff has already been undertaken to make these comprehensive documents as understandable as 

possible.  

 

19 Accordingly, these programmes have derived clear trends and quality/quantity information over time and form 

a good basis for discussion with the public as part of the community engagement. Having a full published 

report also meant that a short summary on the updated website pages was all that was required, as the public 

was also linked through to the entire document.  
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20 An important part of the “Current Freshwater State” pages for each FMU was a summary of the most recent 

data for the NPSFM attributes defined in the NOF. These attributes are currently measured for surface water as 

part of the SOE surface water monitoring programme as discussed in paragraph 7. There is now enough 

information to compare the 2020 and 2023 report datasets for these attributes across most FMU in the region. 

An example is shown on Figure 6 below.  
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Information provided on the webpages 

  

21 The FMU history and land use pages summarised the following information: 

 Estimated prehuman land cover and resulting trends/changes over time to the current day.  

 Information on geology, soils, climate, rainfall, and water bodies. 

 History of urban and rural land uses – farming, settlements, towns, trends of areas e.g., viticulture 

 

22 The historic and current freshwater pages summarised the following monitoring results and reports for water 

quality and quantity: 

 Water quality – State of the Environment Surface Water and Groundwater quality monitoring, 

Recreational Water Quality Monitoring, Catchment Studies, Special Investigations, Coastal sentinel 

well monitoring, National Pesticide monitoring.  

 Water quantity – Data on numbers of issued Resource Consents for water take activities, flow 

allocation and limits as defined in the Proposed Marlborough Environment Plan (pMEP), hydrological 

data on river flow, Aquifer studies. 

 

23 Relevant information from the chosen sources was also presented in graph, image, and chart format as this 

was more digestible for the public than solely text paragraphs. Examples include planted areas of vineyard 

shown in graphs (Figure 4), land cover shown in FMU maps (Figure 5), and NPSFM attributes shown as charts 

(Figure 6). Visual imagery such as photographs were also included.  

 

Figure 4 - Graphs of vineyard planting area 
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Figure 5 - Land cover shown in map form 

 

Figure 6 - NPSFM monitoring attribute results as charts 
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24 Tables were also used to summarise monitoring results and to duplicate information from the pMEP, which 

enabled the public to read pMEP details without having to open the full appeals version – although this was 

also linked in relevant areas (Figure 7).  

 

Figure 7 - Monitoring results summarised in table form on the website 

 

25 The land cover FMU and regional maps were produced by external consultants, Dr Lisa Pearson and Emma 

Moran, as part of a wider work programme. Other external sources of information included Land Air Water 

Aotearoa (LAWA), Department of Conservation (DoC), and Pattle Delamore Partners (PDP). However, most 

information on all three pages was sourced from documentation either existing on the council website, archive, 

or directly from staff members.  
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Appendix 1 – Existing FMU webpages  

The existing Freshwater Management website pages are shown below. These were updated for the first round of 

community engagement. The red circled FMU tile leads to the page shown in Figure 9. The other pages shown in 

Figure 8 had minor amendments for the second round of engagement but largely stayed the same.  

 

Figure 8 - Existing Freshwater Management website landing page – red tile links to Figure 8 
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Figure 9 below shows the existing Freshwater Management Unit website page with the individual FMU linked through 

image tiles. The red circled “Awatere” tile links through to the page shown in Figure 10.  

 

Figure 9 - Existing FMU landing page – red tile links to Figure 9 
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Figure 10 is an example of the existing FMU page, which included information on climate, geology, and comments on 

freshwater management. Some of this content was retained on the new website pages or reworked into new formats 

such as diagrams.  

 

Figure 10 - Existing sample of individual FMU page 
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Appendix 2 – New website pages, Awatere FMU 
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Appendix 3 – New website pages, East Coast Complex FMU 
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Appendix 4 – New website pages, Marlborough Sounds Complex 
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Appendix 5 – New website pages, Te Hoiere/Pelorus FMU 
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Appendix 6 – New website pages, Waiau-toa/Clarence FMU 
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Appendix 7 – New website pages, Wairau FMU 
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